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Rydberg–valence interactions in CH 2Cl\CH2¿Cl photodissociation:
Dependence of absorption probability on ground state vibrational excitation

Sergey V. Levchenko, Andrei V. Demyanenko, Vladimir L. Dribinski, Aaron B. Potter,
Hanna Reisler, and Anna I. Krylov
Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0482

~Received 22 January 2003; accepted 25 February 2003!

A strong enhancement of absorption to the lowest2A1 state is observed for vibrationally excited
chloromethyl radicals. It is demonstrated that this enhancement is due to a significant increase in
both electronic and vibrational Franck–Condon factors. Electronic structure calculations of potential
energy surfaces~PESs! and transition dipole moments for the ground and the two lowest excited
states ofA1 symmetry, the 12A1 valence and 22A1 Rydberg states, reveal the origin of this effect.
The shelflike shape of the 12A1 PES in the Franck–Condon region and the strong dependence of
the electronic transition dipole moment on C–Cl distance are responsible for the enhancement.
Analysis of the shape of the electron density distribution demonstrates that Rydberg–valence
interaction in the two lowest excited states causes the changes in the shape of PESs and transition
dipoles with C–Cl distance. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1568076#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the chloromethyl radical originates in
possible role in atmospheric reactions.1,2 For example,
CH2Cl and other halogen-substituted methyl radicals are
termediates in the photodecomposition and oxidation re
tions of halogenated hydrocarbons that represent an im
tant source of halogen atoms in the atmosphere.1,2 Moreover,
photodissociation of CH2Cl and other small polyatomic mol
ecules provides an ideal opportunity for the study of mole
lar dynamics at a detailed state-to-state level.3

Halogen-substituted small radicals exhibit several g
eral phenomena, such as additional bonding due to the in
action of the unpaired electron with the lone pairs of t
halogen,4 unusually large (6100%) out-of-plane~OPLA!
mode anharmonicities caused by the unpaired electron,5 and
Rydberg–valence interactions in excited states.

Recently, the photodissociation of CH2Cl was investi-
gated experimentally by Reisler and co-workers.6,7 Using the
ion imaging technique, they concluded that Cl1CH2 was the
main channel in the wavelength region 312–214 nm. Th
found a broad maximum in product yield at;250 nm~4.96
eV! associated with a perpendicular electronic transition
excellent agreement with the calculated 4.92 eV value for
vertical 12A1←X 2B1 excitation.4 The valence character o
the 12A1 state4 rationalizes the observed fast dissociatio6

With shorter excitation wavelengths~240–214 nm!, products
deriving from a parallel transition were also detected.6 Ab
initio calculations4 identified the upper state as 22B1 result-
ing from apCCl* ←pCCl promotion of the unpaired electron
The large absorption cross section for this transition4,8 is re-
sponsible for its contributions to the photodissociation at
ergies considerably lower than the vertical excitation ene
of 6.33 eV~theoretical estimate,4 in agreement with the ex
perimental value of 6.2 eV8!.

The focus of the present work is the photodissociat
from the 12A1 excited state. For this state, it was observ
9230021-9606/2003/118(20)/9233/8/$20.00
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that despite efficient vibrational and rotational cooling
CH2Cl by carrier gases in supersonic expansion, a large f
tion of the dissociation products appeared with total energ
exceeding the energy available to vibrationallyunexcited
radicals after photon absorption.6 Quantitatively, the relative
product yields from vibrationally excited radicals are grea
than predicted based solely on the thermal ‘‘hot band’’ pop
lation. This suggests a significant enhancement in absorp
probabilities for vibrationally excited radicals. To expla
this finding, we calculated potential energy surfaces~PESs!
and transition dipole moments along the C–Cl bon
breaking coordinate for the ground and the 12A1 and 22A1

excited states. We find that the shelflike shape of the 12A1

PES in the Franck–Condon region and the strong dep
dence of the electronic transition dipole upon the C–Cl d
tance are responsible for the enhancement. We conclude
it is the Rydberg–valence interaction between the two low
excited states that causes the changes in the shape of
and transition dipoles with C–Cl distance. Such Rydber
valence interactions are common in bond breaking,9 espe-
cially in radicals, which often have low-lying valence an
Rydberg states.4

The equilibrium properties of the two lowest2A1 states
are also characterized. The shapes of the PESs and
changes in vibrational frequencies are explained in terms
molecular orbital picture developed in our previous work.4

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II p
sents the experimental evidence for the enhancemen
product intensities from ‘‘hot bands,’’ and demonstrates t
it can only be explained by a considerable increase
Franck–Condon factors for vibrationally excited CH2Cl. In
Sec. III, results ofab initio calculations are summarized an
discussed. Section III A describes technical details of the
culations; Sec. III B presents our analysis of the equilibriu
structures, vibrational frequencies, and PESs of the gro
and the two lowest excited states of CH2Cl; and Sec. III C
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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discusses the shapes of the PESs in terms of Rydb
valence interaction. Based on these results, Sec. IV expl
the observed enhancement from ‘‘hot bands.’’ Our final
marks and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results on the photodissociation of CH2Cl
following excitation at selected wavelengths in the reg
214–312 nm were reported elsewhere.6,7 The CH2Cl radical
was produced in a molecular beam by using pulsed pyr
sis. The gas mixture, 0.5–1 % of CH2ClI in 2 atm of He, Ar,
or different mixtures of CF4 :He, was expanded through
pulsed supersonic nozzle with an attached SiC tube.10 The
tube was heated to a temperature ofT'1800 K, which re-
sulted in the fission of I atoms from CH2ClI with an effi-
ciency greater than 50%. After supersonic expansion,
radicals were photodissociated with laser radiation. The p
tofragments were detected by resonance enhanced mult
ton ionization~REMPI!, and their velocity and angular dis
tributions were determined using the velocity map i
imaging technique, as described before.11,12

Cl and CH2 fragments are the major products througho
the excitation wavelength region 214–312 nm:

CH2Cl→Cl1CH2, DH539165 kJ mol21. ~1!

In the region 247–312 nm CH2 (X 3B1) and Cl (2P1/2,3/2)
products derive predominantly from dissociation via the p
pendicular (b520.7) electronic transition 12A1←X 2B1 .
At wavelengths shorter than 240 nm, the Cl (2P1/2,3/2) prod-
ucts exhibit angular distributions that are characteristic o
parallel transition (22B1←X 2B1 ; b51.2), and CH2(ã 1A1)
is the main co-fragment.

The measured velocity distributions were converted i
translational energy distributions of the products~see Fig. 1!.
The widths of the energy distributions for Cl correspond t
range of internal excitations in the CH2 co-fragment. The
maximum allowed translational energy for ground state re
tants,Et

max is given by

Et
max5hn2D0 , ~2!

whereD0 is the dissociation threshold. The complete ene
balance for CH2Cl dissociation is given by

Eint~CH2Cl!1hn5D01Et1Eint~CH2!1Eint~Cl!, ~3!

wherehn is the photon energy,D0 is the dissociation thresh
old of the CH2Cl radical, andEint(CH2Cl), Eint(CH2), and
Eint(Cl) are the internal energies~rotational, vibrational, and
electronic! of the respective reactant and fragments. T
value of D0539165 kJ/mol (32 6906420 cm21), was de-
rived from the enthalpies of formation of CH2Cl, CH2, and
Cl.13–20 In experiments carried out with He carrier gas, w
found that in the excitation range 214–240 nm~parallel tran-
sition! the measured highest translational energy is clos
Et

max, while for photolysis via the perpendicular transitio
~247–312 nm! large fractions of the products have trans
tional energies exceedingEt

max @see Fig. 1~a!#.
Based on previous work,21,22 effective rotational cooling

of CH2Cl radicals is expected in supersonic expansion co
bined with the pyrolysis source, but He is not efficient
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relaxing vibrational excitations. Typically in supersonic coo
ing Tvib530– 60 K andTrot52 – 10 K are achieved. Consid
ering the high initial temperature of the radical produced
the 1800 K pyrolysis one may assume a somewhat hig
final vibrational temperature of the radical~few hundreds
instead of few tens of degrees!. Thus, the high energy tails o
the observed product distributions can be attributed to dis
ciation of vibrationally excited~‘‘hot’’ ! CH2Cl radicals. An-
other possible source of fragments with excess kinetic
ergy, two-photon dissociation of CH2Cl, was ruled out
before.6

In order to confirm that products with kinetic energy
excess ofEt

max result from dissociation of vibrationally ex
cited radicals, we carried out experiments with Ar a
He/CF4 mixtures as carrier gases. Figure 1~c! shows the en-
ergy distribution of Cl(2P3/2) obtained from the dissociation
of CH2Cl at 266 nm in Ar carrier gas and detected at 235.3
nm. Similar results were obtained with 247 nm photolys
though the ‘‘hot band’’ component was substantially small
Compared with the He results@Fig. 1~a!#, two main differ-
ences are observed. First, the Cl translational energy di
bution becomes narrower with the largest peak at high e
gies corresponding to the dissociation of vibrationa
‘‘cold’’ CH 2Cl. Second, a bandlike structure is discernib

FIG. 1. CH2Cl photodissociation at 266 nm (37 594 cm21) using~a! He, ~b!
CF4 :He ~1:7!, and ~c! Ar carrier gases. Cl(2P3/2) signals are plotted as a
function of the total c.m. photofragment translational energy,Et . The ar-
rows indicate the maximum translational energy allowed for dissocia
from the ground vibrational state to Cl(2P3/2)1CH2(X 3B1).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Ground and excited state geometries of CH2Cl radical.

Symm. r CH , Å r CCl , Å aHCH Qa Total energy, hartrees

X 2B1
b C2v 1.076 1.691 124.17 180 2499.007 704

1 2A1
c C2v 1.092 2.095 121.98 180 2498.843 600

X 1A1CH2Cl1b C2v 1.088 1.590 121.91 180 2498.692 604

aDihedralH–C–Cl–Hangle.
bCCSD~T!/6-311(1,1)G(3d f ,3pd). The cation structure approximates the structure of the Rydberg 22A1 state.
cEOM–CCSD/6-311(1,1)G(3d f ,3pd).
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with ;800 cm21 separation between bands, close to the f
quency of the C–Cl stretch in CH2Cl ~see Table II!. The
vibrational relaxation in CH2Cl can be enhanced by usin
molecular carrier gases, and therefore various mixtures
CF4 :He were also used@Fig. 1~b!#. Depending on the
CF4:He ratio, the results range between pure He and Ar.

However, a high vibrational temperature in the grou
electronic state of the radical cannot alone explain the la
fraction of ‘‘hot band’’ component in the translational ener
distributions at 247–312 nm. This follows directly from
comparison with the results obtained with 214–240 nm p
tolysis ~parallel-type excitation!, where the maximum trans
lational energy of the products does not exceed significa
Et

max, and does not depend on carrier gas. Also, at 247–
nm the effect of the carrier gas depends on the photol
wavelength. We find that while atl>280 nm most of the
CH2 and Cl signals derive from ‘‘hot band’’ excitation, a
266 nm the contribution of fragments with translational e
ergies exceedingEt

max is smaller, and this fraction decreas
further at 247 nm.

The above observations and analysis indicate that for
perpendicular transition, the fraction of fragments with tra
lational energies greater thanEt

max is larger than expected
based on a thermal vibrational population and equal exc
tion efficiency for excited and unexcited radicals. A lar
increase in the Franck–Condon factors for ‘‘hot band’’ ex
tation must also be taken into account. This implies that
ground and excited electronic state geometries must be ra
different. The lowest vibrational frequency in CH2Cl is as-
sociated with the OPLA bend (;390 cm21).23,24This mode
should give the largest contribution to the ‘‘hot band’’ pop
lations, and its substantial cooling in Ar carrier gas is e
pected. However, even in Ar some of the Cl fragments h
energies exceedingEt

max, with bands separated b
;800 cm21, i.e., the C–Cl stretch frequency in CH2Cl. The
persistence of the C–Cl vibrational structure in the trans
tional energy distribution, even upon cooling in Ar, sugge
a large geometrical change in the C–Cl coordinate betw
the ground and 12A1 state. Therefore,ab initio calculations
of the PES along this coordinate were carried out as
scribed below.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

A. Computational details

The ground state structures and harmonic frequencie
CH2Cl and CH2Cl1 ~which approximates the Rydber
states! are calculated by the CCSD~T!25 method, using the
ACES II electronic structure program.26 The equilibrium
Downloaded 09 May 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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structure and vibrational frequencies of the valence state
computed by the EOM–CCSD27,28 method. Potential energy
surfaces~PESs! along the C–Cl bond breaking coordinate
the ground and excited states are calculated by using
CCSD29 and the EOM–CCSD27,28 methods, respectively
Geometry optimizations and vibrational analysis are p
formed using the 6-311(1, 1)G(3d f ,3pd) basis set, de-
rived from the polarized split-valence 6-311G(d,p)
basis30,31 by augmenting it by additional sets of polarizatio
and diffuse functions.32,33 For PESs, 6-311(31,
31)G(3d f , 3pd) is employed.

The ground and excited states’ PESs along the C
coordinate are calculated with the C–H bond length and
H–C–Hangle fixed at their ground state equilibrium value
In this study, we vary the C–Cl distance from 1.25 to 2.7
Thus, the displacements from the ground state equilibri
C–Cl distance of 1.69 Å are small enough for the CCSD a
EOM–CCSD results to be reliable. We calculate total en
gies, transition dipole moments, and average sizes of
electron density for theX 2B1 ground state and the two low
est 2A1 excited states: the 12A1 sCCl* ←pCCl* valence state
and the 22A1 3s←pCCl* Rydberg state. The calculated dipo
strengths of the transitions and the PESs are then use
estimate vibrational overlaps and to calculate Franc
Condon factors.

B. Characterization of the two lowest 2A 1 excited
states of CH 2Cl

Equilibrium structures and vibrational frequencies of t
ground state, the valence 12A1 excited state, and the
CH2Cl1 cation are presented in Tables I and II. For a perf
Rydberg state~i.e., a highly excited electron orbiting a pos
tively charged and structureless core!, the optimized geom-
etry should be close to that of the cation, and the CH2Cl1

calculations were performed to determine approximately
properties of the Rydberg states.34

The equilibrium structures and harmonic vibrational fr
quencies of the ground and 11A1 valence excited state o
CH2Cl, and of CH2Cl1 ~Table I! are in good agreement with
the simple molecular orbital picture developed before.4 We
have found that the unpairedp electron on carbon interact
with the chlorine lone pair, which results in an additional1

2p
bond between C and Cl in the CH2Cl ground state~this
yields stronger C–Cl bonding in the radical relative to t
saturated compound24!. The lowest valence 12A1 excited
state is derived by promotion of the unpaired electron fr
the pCCl* antibonding orbital to thesCCl* antibonding orbital
~see Fig. 2 in Ref. 4!. Therefore, in this state a fullp bond
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Calculated harmonic vibrational frequenciesve of the ground and excited states of CH2Cl.

State
C–Cl stretch

a1

CH2 scissors
a1

OPLA
b1

CH2 rock
b2

CH2 s-stretch
a1

CH2 a-stretch
b2

X 2B1
a 868 1434 168c 1004 3179 3335

1 2A1
b 535 1256 1253 194 3026 3206

X 1A1CH2Cl1a 1074 1492 1147 1056 3104 3249

aCCSD~T!/6-311(1,1)G(3d f ,3pd).
bEOM–CCSD/6-311(1,1)G(3d f ,3pd). The cation structure approximates the structure of the Rydberg 22A1 state.
cDue to large anharmonicity, the harmonic OPLA frequency is about twice lower than the anharmonic 01 transition. The theoretical value ofv01 is 422 cm21

~Ref. 5!.
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exists, but thes bond order decreases, and a planar struc
with an elongated C–Cl bond relative to the ground stat
preferred. Likewise, in 12A1 the C–Cl vibrational frequency
is lower, while the OPLA vibrational frequency is conside
ably higher than in the ground state~due to the decrease ins
bond order and the increase inp bond order, respectively!.
The results presented in Tables I and II are consistent w
this picture. Similar considerations explain the properties
the cation, which is derived by removing an electron fro
the pCCl* antibonding orbital. The full double C–Cl bond i
the cation explains the C–Cl bond contraction relative to
ground state and the OPLA frequency increase up
1147 cm21. This value approaches the OPLA frequency
the valence excited state (1253 cm21). For reference, the
OPLA vibrational frequency of formaldehyde (CH2O), a
molecule with a fullpCO bond, is 1167 cm21.14

As seen in Table I, the difference between the C–H eq
librium bond lengths in the ground and the lowest exci
state of the CH2Cl radical is only 0.016 Å. The change in th
H–C–H angle is also small (2.19°). This suggests that
minimum energy path for the C–Cl bond breaking react
on the 12A1 PES is close to the pure C–Cl stretch~for C–Cl
separations;1.25– 2.10 Å), and that the other degrees
freedom can be frozen. Thus, we calculate one-dimensi
cuts of the PESs along the C–Cl stretch, with the values
the other two internal coordinates being fixed at the grou
state equilibrium values. The resulting adiabatic potential
ergy curves are shown in Fig. 2.

The barrier on the 22A1 state curve is due to an avoide
crossing of the Rydberg 3s state with the 92A1 valence state
~which has been identified as apCCl* ←sCCl transition, and
therefore is expected to be purely repulsive4!. This is con-
firmed by the sharp drop in the size of the electron den
for large C–Cl separations. Such behavior of Rydberg st
in bond breaking reactions is general and was described
Gordon and co-workers~see Ref. 35 and references therei!.

An interesting feature of the 12A1 curve shown in Fig. 2
is its shelflike shape in the vicinity of the ground state eq
librium geometry~i.e., in the active Franck–Condon region!.
Similar shapes of the excited state potentials were obse
in alkali atom dimers,36–39 where a double minimum is
formed as a result of Rydberg–valence interaction.36,39,40In
Sec. III C we will demonstrate that the shelf on the 12A1

PES indeed is a result of coupling between the valence
the 3s Rydberg states.

The calculated dependence of the electronic transi
dipole strength on the C–Cl separation for the 12A1
Downloaded 09 May 2003 to 128.125.104.83. Redistribution subject to A
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←X 2B1 and 22A1←X 2B1 transitions is shown in Fig. 3
Due to the Rydberg–valence interaction in the 12A1 and
2 2A1 states mentioned above, the dipole strength of the tr
sition to the 12A1 state increases at shorter C–Cl distanc
(;1.6 Å) ~see Sec. III C!. As shown in Sec. IV, this behavio
of the transition dipole moment contributes to the enhan
ment of the absorption probability for vibrationally excite
CH2Cl. The sharp rise in the 22A1←X 2B1 transition dipole
strength atr CCl,1.6 Å results from the increased 3pz char-
acter at short C–Cl distances~see Sec. III C!.

C. Rydberg–valence interactions in the lowest
excited states of CH 2Cl

This section presents our analysis of the changes in
character of the wave functions for the two lowest adiaba
states along the C–Cl stretching coordinate. Avoided cro
ings due to Rydberg–valence interactions in closed-shell s
cies were extensively characterized by Gordon a
Caldwell,35 and Salem.9 Gordon’s study35,41 of saturated
molecules~e.g., alkanes! demonstrates that their low-lying
vertical excited states are Rydberg states. Since photod
ciation of alkanes excited to these Rydberg states yie
ground state products, an avoided crossing between an
tially excited Rydberg state and a dissociative valence s
must take place.35

FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for the groundX 2B1 and the two lowest2A1

excited states along the C–Cl coordinate~all other degrees of freedom ar
held at their ground state equilibrium values!. All curves are shifted such
that the ground state energy at equilibrium is zero.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Salem9 characterized avoided crossings due to Rydbe
valence interaction as avoided crossing between the rele
molecular orbitals~i.e., one-electron states!. For open-shell
species~like CH2Cl), in which there are low-lying valence
and Rydberg excited states derived from the promotion
the unpaired electron, this type of avoided crossing is
pected to be quite common.

Obviously, the distinction between Rydberg and valen
states is merely qualitative. From a quantum chemical p
spective, an excited state is a Rydberg state if its config
tional expansion is dominated by configurations in which
excited electron occupies diffuse~Rydberg! orbitals. We use
this and several other criteria when assigning Rydberg
valence character to the excited states of CH2Cl.4 In this
study, the size and spatial asymmetry of electron density
used.42 Near the ground state equilibrium geometry, t
1 2A1 and 22A1 states can be assigned valence and 3s Ryd-
berg character, respectively.4 Changes in the size and asym
metry of the electron density along the C–Cl stretch refl
changes in the excited states’ characters.

Figure 4~a! presents the spherical average^r 2&5 1
3(^x

2&
1^y2&1^z2&) of the electron charge distribution for th
ground and the two lowest excited states as a function of
carbon–chlorine separation. The monotonous increase
^r 2& for the ground state as the C–Cl distance increases
flects the increase in molecular size due to the C–Cl b
elongation. Therefore, it is convenient to eliminate this d
pendence by subtracting the ground state^r 2& from the^r 2&
of the excited states. As can be seen in Fig. 4~b!, the relative
size of the electron charge distributionD^r 2& of the 12A1

state is small at large C–Cl distances (r CCl;1.8 Å), then
increases at smallerr CCl , and remains approximately con
stant atr CCl,1.56 Å. D^r 2& of the 22A1 state is larger than
that of the 12A1 state at larger CCl , then the difference be
tween their relative sizes decreases as the C–Cl bond
tracts, and it vanishes atr CCl51.62 Å. This variation reflects
the interaction between the two states. At shorter C–Cl
tances,D^r 2& of the 22A1 state continues to increase until

FIG. 3. Dipole strength dependence on the C–Cl distance for the 12A1

←X 2B1 and 22A1←X 2B1 transitions. The vertical arrow indicates th
ground state equilibrium C–Cl distance.
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approaches a higher constant value atr CCl,1.2 Å.
This behavior confirms that the 12A1 and 22A1 states

indeed interact with each other. However, the sum ofD^r 2&
for these two states, which exchange their character, is
constant@the dashed line in Fig. 4~b! represents the average#.
This implies that other states are mixed in. The increase
D^r 2& of the 22A1 state atr CCl,1.62 Å signifies a higher
Rydberg character. We identify this character as 3pz , based
on the following observations. First, the next vertically e
cited state ofA1 symmetry above 22A1 is the Rydberg 3pz

state.4 Second, the dipole strength of the transition to th
state is the largest among the other calculatedA1 states,
which explains the sharp rise of the dipole strength of
transition to the 22A1 state at smallr CCl ~Fig. 3!. Third, the
calculated relative sizes of the electron density along theX,
Y, and Z axes ~presented in Fig. 5! demonstrate that the
anisotropy of the 22A1 density increases and becomes mu
larger than that of the 12A1 state due to elongation of th
electron density along the molecular axis (Z) as the C–Cl
bond contracts. This indicates that the 22A1 state acquires
Rydberg 3pz character at short C–Cl distances.

FIG. 4. Spherical average of the electron density,^r 2&, as a function of the
C–Cl distance for the ground and the two lowest2A1 excited states of the
CH2Cl radical~upper panel!. The lower panel shows changes in the excit
state density relative to the ground state, i.e.,D^r 2&5^r 2&ex2^r 2&gr ~this
subtracts changes due to molecular size increase at larger molecular se
tions!. The dashed line corresponds to the average value for both states
vertical arrow indicates the ground state equilibrium C–Cl distance.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The above analysis explains the interactions in the lo
lying excited states of CH2Cl, which are reflected in Fig. 4
At large C–Cl separations (;1.8 Å) the lowest excited stat
is the valence state derived from thes* ←p* excitation,
while the second excited state has a predominant 3s charac-
ter. At the ground state geometry (;1.69 Å) the two states
are already mixed, but still retain their identities. At shor
C–Cl bond lengths (,1.6 Å), the lower state becomes th
3s Rydberg state, while the upper state acquires a mi
valence and Rydberg 3pz character. The interaction with th
3pz state leads to the double crossing of the curves in Fig
and to the larger size of electron density for 22A1 at small
r CCl .

IV. ENHANCEMENT OF HOT BANDS’ INTENSITIES

Based on the results of theab initio calculations we can
give now ~at least qualitatively! an explanation for the ‘‘hot
bands’’ enhancement in the absorption probability for
perpendicular 12A1←X 2B1 transition. The probability of a
transition between two states, which are characterized by
total wave functionsC0(rWe ,rWN) and C1(rWe ,rWN) is propor-
tional to the square of the transition dipole moment,

FIG. 5. ^x2&, ^y2&, and^z2& components of the total electron charge dist
bution for 22A1 ~upper panel! and 12A1 ~lower panel! as a function of the
C–Cl bond length. The molecular plane is theXZ plane, the C–Cl bond
defines theZ axis.
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P;F E C0~rWe ,rWN!mW ~rWe!C
1~rWe ,rWN!dr G2

, ~4!

wheremW is the dipole moment operator, andrWe and rWN rep-
resent electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively. In
Born–Oppenheimer approximation, C0(rWe ,rWN) and
C1(rWe ,rWN) are separable into electronic and nuclear part

C i'ce
i ~rWe ;rWN!fvib

i ~rWN!, i 50,1, ~5!

wherefvib
0 (rWN) andfvib

1 (rWN) are vibrational functions for the
initial and final electronic states, respectively, and the dep
dence ofce

i (rWe ;rWN) on nuclear coordinates is parametr
rather than explicit. Sincefvib

0 (rWN) andfvib
1 (rWN) do not de-

pend on electronic coordinates, Eq.~4! can be rewritten as

P;F E fvib
0 ~rWN!mW e~rWN!fvib

1 ~rWN!drWNG2

, ~6!

where mW e(rWN) is the electronic transition dipole momen
which is given by integration over the electronic coordina
rWe ,

mW e~rWN!5E ce
0~rWe ;rWN!mW ~rWe!ce

1~rWe ;rWN!drWe . ~7!

As follows from Eq.~6!, two factors contribute to the tran
sition probability: the spatial overlap of the initial and fin
vibrational functions and the value of the electronic tran
tion dipole moment in the region of maximum spatial ove
lap. For convenience, we discuss the dependence of the
tegral in Eq. ~6! on vibrational excitation in terms o
vibrational Franck–Condon factors and electronic transit
dipole moments, although in our simulations we do not
sume constantme(R).

Although Eq.~6! should be integrated over all nuclea
coordinates, because the transition to the 12A1 state mainly
affects the C–Cl bond length we limit our qualitative trea
ment to a one-dimensional potential energy curve,

P;F E
0

`

fvib
0 ~R!mW e~R!fvib

1 ~R!dRG2

, ~8!

wheremW e(R) is the electronic transition dipole moment as
function of the C–Cl distanceR. The lower state vibrationa
functions can be calculated either in the harmonic or~more
accurately! in the Morse potential approximation. Since e
citation occurs close to the dissociation threshold of the
per state, the corresponding wave function can be calcul
in the linear approximation by using Airy functions.43 The
important feature of this wave function is that it is conce
trated around the ‘‘classical’’ turning point and oscillates b
yond this region, as shown schematically in Fig. 6. As
consequence, the vertical electronic transition is cente
mostly near this turning point.

We were able to simulate qualitatively the enhanc
probability for ‘‘hot band’’ excitation by calculating the
Franck–Condon integrals for the ground and 12A1 states for
Morse and Airy wave functions, respectively. This was do
for the same range of photon energies as used in the ex
ments. By shifting the excited-state curve within the er
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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bars of the calculations (60.1 eV; 60.1 Å), we could find
conditions that gave enhancements that are comparab
the observed ones.

The simulations and the discussion above can now
combined to give a physical interpretation to the obser
enhancement. The picture that emerges is illustrated in
6. The horizontal lines at the bottom of the ground st
potential energy curve represent the ground and first exc
vibrational levels of the C–Cl stretch. The vertical lines
lustrate 266 nm absorption that promotes the radical to
excited 12A1 state. In the upper panel, the dipole strength
this transition is shown in the active Franck–Condon reg
~between the vertical dashed lines!. As seen in Fig. 6, the
spatial overlap of the vibrational functions in the ground a
1 2A1 states is small as a result of their very different eq
librium geometries.

At the low-energy edge of the perpendicular absorpt
band, the turning points on the 12A1 state are reached onl
at long C–Cl distances in the ground electronic state, wh
the probability density of the ground vibrational level is ve
small. Moreover, at these long C–Cl distances, the electro
transition strength is also small. This makesP small for ex-
citation from the ground vibrational state.

Upon vibrational excitation in the ground electron
state, the probability density of the higher vibrational leve
larger at longR than for the ground vibrational state. At lon
wavelengths, two effects conspire to enhance the absorp
probability from excited vibrational states. First, the pro
ability densities of the higher vibrational levels at long C–
distances are larger than for the ground vibrational state. T
increases the vibrational Franck–Condon factor. Seco
photon absorption originating in an excited vibrational lev
reaches the turning point on the upper electronic curve
shorter C–Cl distances. This increases not only the vib
tional Franck–Condon overlap, but also the electronic dip

FIG. 6. Illustration of the hot bands’ enhancement mechanism. Horizo
lines at the bottom of the potential energy curve for the ground state re
sent vibrational levels of the C–Cl stretch. Vertical arrows show electro
excitation upon absorption of a 266 nm photon. Transition dipole streng
shown in the inset.
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strength~see Fig. 6!. The result is a significant increase
absorption probability for the ‘‘hot bands.’’

The enhancement effect is expected to be largest at
longest wavelengths. At shorter wavelengths the upper cu
can be reached from the ground vibrational state at the e
librium C–Cl distance, and therefore the contribution of t
ground vibrational level will start to dominate. This agre
with the experimental observations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper explains the enhancement in the electro
absorption probability for vibrationally excited CH2Cl ob-
served experimentally. For this purpose, we have calcula
equilibrium structures, vibrational frequencies, and PESs
the ground,X 2B1 , and the two lowest excited states, 12A1

and 22A1 , of CH2Cl. We find that the changes in geometri
and frequencies upon excitation are in good agreement
the molecular orbital picture developed in our previo
work.4 In order to estimate Franck–Condon factors, we ha
also calculated transition dipole moments for the 12A1

←X 2B1 and 22A1←X 2B1 transitions.
Analysis of the size and asymmetry of the electron d

sity at different C–Cl separations reveals that the vale
1 2A1 and the Rydberg 22A1 states exchange their characte
which results in an avoided crossing at about 1.62 Å. T
changes the shape of the 12A1 potential curve considerably
Moreover, a third Rydberg state is mixed in with the 22A1

state at shorter distances causing a significant increas
transition dipole strength.

These changes result in a large increase in Fran
Condon factors for absorption from vibrationally excite
CH2Cl. Our results demonstrate that the Rydberg–vale
interactions, which have a pronounced effect on the pho
dynamics, involve more than two excited states of CH2Cl,
even within a small range of geometry variations. This co
firms the importance and prevalence of Rydberg–valence
teractions in open-shell systems.
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